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 ABSTRACT  
 

Identification of community structures in complex networks has been a challenge in many domain and 

discipline. In protein networks these community interactions play a vital role in identifying the outcome of 

many cellular mechanisms. This paper reports the use of spectral optimization of triangular modularity as 

an effective method to identify these community structures. The algorithm has been carefully tested on real 

biological data and the results acknowledge that this is a powerful method for extracting community 

structures from protein networks.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Protein-protein interactions are fundamental to virtually every cellular process [1]. It can inactive 

a protein, alter the kinetic properties of proteins, result in the formation of a new binding sites or 

change the specificity of a protein for its substrate. Protein complexes performing a specific 

biological function often contain highly connected protein modules [2]. These connected modules 

can be considered as community structures of protein networks, because they are more closely 

associated with themselves than with the rest of the network.  

 

Within the networks literature a great many algorithms have been proposed to locate the 

communities in a network. In this paper we focus on spectral optimization of protein networks as 

a method to find closely communicating proteins. In this paper we improve our method [3] by 

introducing an error factor while optimizing the modularity value of protein networks. The rest of 

the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is described. Triangular modularity 

of protein networks is discussed in section 3 and spectral optimization on triangular modularity in 
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section 4. The improved algorithm for community detection and the results are presented in 

section 5. This section also compares the performance of new algorithm with the previous 

method. Finally, we conclude our work. 

 

2. RELATED WORK  

 

A number of methods are proposed to detect community structures in complex networks. Many 

of these methods use principles of artificial intelligence and graph theory. While some of these 

algorithms use betweenness centrality, another category uses hierarchical clustering, k-clique 

percolation to identify the nodes that form a community [4]. Another class of algorithms views 

community as a evolution of social interaction. We adopted spectral optimization of triangular 

modularity as a method of community detection in protein networks [3]. We preferred to make 

use of the decomposition algorithm proposed by Newman and Girvan due to its ability not only to 

divide networks effectively, but also to refuse division when no good division exists. 

 

3. IDENTIFYING TRIANGULAR MODULARITY IN PROTEIN NETWORKS  

 

Many real networks contain groups of nodes in which the density of their internal connections is 

larger than the connections with the rest of nodes in the network. This lead to the concept of 

community structure in complex networks, and it was first pointed out by Girvan and Newman 

[5]. Within the networks literature a great many algorithms have been proposed that locate these 

community structures. One of the most successful approaches to identify this is through the 

quality function called modularity [5], [6]. In this paper, we propose to optimize the modularity 

value of a protein network. Once we have the optimum modularity value of the network, we can 

use it to partition the network into two communities such that the number of edges within each 

such community is larger than one expect to find at random. Or we get subset of nodes which are 

more connected among themselves than with the rest of the nodes. 

 

The modularity for weighted directed networks [7] is calculated as: 

 

  

According to equation (1) building block of community structure is the link between two nodes. 

But in many real time networks, functional structural entity of a graph is not a simple link but a 

small structure called motifs. Given a partition C of an unweighted network, motif modularity can 

be represented as the fraction of motifs inside the communities minus the fraction in a random 

network [8], given by 
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Among the different possible motifs, we used triangular motifs as method to detect the 

community structures in protein networks. Since we are considering an undirected graph, the 

triangle modularity [9] can be represented as 

 

 
Where 

 
 

4. SPECTRAL OPTIMATION OF TRIANGULAR MODULARITY IN 

PROTEIN NETWORKS 

 
A proper optimization algorithm to calculate the triangular modularity value is demanding, due to 

the possibility of forming large number of traids. We have already developed an algorithm [3] by 

applying spectral optimization on the triangular modularity matrix. We have used the leading 

eigenvector of the modularity matrix to detect the community structure. Based on the sign of the 

elements the vertices are divided into two groups, with vertices whose corresponding elements 

are positive moves to one group and the rest moves to the other group. This process is repeated 

recursively, giving two partitions in each step until no new splits are possible. This is the case 

when there is no positive eigen value for the matrix. Then the leading eigenvector have all ones 

and all vertices fall in a single group. In this case, the algorithm is telling us that there is no 

division of the network that results in positive modularity. Hence the algorithm has the ability not 

only to divide networks effectively, but also to refuse to divide them when no good division 

possible.  

 

To perform spectral optimization on the modularity value calculated in equation (3), we need to 

perform some transformations. In Belkacem Serrour et al [10], triangular modularity is reduced to 

standard spectral form as: 
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Where 

 

                        
 

5. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 
We have already developed an algorithm [3] to identify the community structures in protein 

networks by the spectral optimization of triangular modularity as in equation (4). In this paper we 

are improving our algorithm by introducing an error factor ε while partitioning the vertices. In our 

previous algorithm, in order to divide the network into groups we computed the leading 

eigenvector of the modularity matrix. Then looking at the sign of the individual elements in this 

matrix we divided the network into two, with vertices whose corresponding elements are positive 

moves to one group and the rest moves to the other group. In this paper we modify the algorithm 

by introducing an error factor ±ε while separating the vertices. Instead of moving all positive 

elements to one group and remaining to other, we also included the elements falling within the 

error rate ε to join one among the two groups, whichever result in better modularity. 

 

5.1. Algorithm 
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5.2. Dataset  
 
For the present study protein interaction data is downloaded from MIPS [11] and MINT [12] 

databases. 

 

5.3. Results 

 
In this section we present the results of the spectral optimization of triangular modularity applied 

to real protein interaction data from individually performed experiments. Figure 1 shows the 

result of the algorithm when applied on actual protein interaction data downloaded from MINT. It 

represents a plot showing the value of the elements in the leading eigen vector during various 

iterations of the algorithm. From figures 1d,1e and 1f it is clear that we can get a better result 

when we set ε as -0.1, i.e., vertices with value greater than -0.1 moves to one group and the rest to 

the other. Similarly, Figure 2 shows the result for data downloaded from MIPS. Here, again 

figure 2f shows that we can get a better result when we set ε as -0.1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Result for protein interaction network extracted from MINT database. Figures 1a -1f 

shows the elements of the leading eigenvector during various iterations of the algorithm. 
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Figure 2: Result for protein interaction network extracted from MIPS database. Figures 1a -1f 

shows the elements of the leading eigenvector during various iterations of the algorithm. 

 

The above figures show that the improved algorithm gives a better performance when tested on 

real protein interaction data extracted from MINT and MIPS. Performance comparison showing 

the percentage of communities identified by the previous algorithm and the proposed modified 

algorithm by introducing error factor ε is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that the modified 

algorithm gives an average improvement of 10.5 percent over the previous algorithm when tested 

on data extracted from MINT and MIPS. 

 

 
Figure 3: Performance comparison showing the percentage of  community structures identified by 

the algorithm with error factor ε with the algorithm without error factor ε. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS  

 

Identification of community structures in complex networks is a challenging issue in many 

domains and disciplines. Here, we are suggesting spectral optimization on triangular modularity 

as a promising method to analyze protein interactions. In this paper we have improved our 

previous work by introducing an error factor while partitioning the vertices into different 

communities. The modified algorithm have been tested on protein interaction data retrieved from 

databases like MIPS and MINT and the results shows this is a powerful method in extracting 

community structures from protein networks. 
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